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Mr. Chairman, delegates. ladies and gentlemen. 
I would like to draw your attention to the conflict situation of the indigenous people of our 

region and their increasingly desperate situation year after year. I prefer to explain it by 
mentioning three concrete spheres of conflicts in brief. 

The first is the area of the education which is undoubtedly of vital importance for the 
awareness building and progress for the very survival of our people. Education for all is in 
general an accepted policy of authorities in my area and elsewhere but the reality is that 
schools and educational institutions are being built but most of them are fake, or not 
functioning satisfactorily at all or are of very poor standard. Traditionally there are some 
schools founded and run by missionaries. It is not only in m\ country but also in m a m 
countries, these educational institutions are considered to be good and have contributed in 
nations building in a pos i the manner. 

Unfortunately these schools are in danger due to ill intension of dominant society. Our 
schools and churches are being attacked, being robbed, being destroyed, being closed and 
school registration is being cancelled b\ false accusations. Indeed our development is being 
blocked / hindered b> all possible ways. 

This is happening because the dominant society wishes their own development only and they 
neglect indigenous Adivasis so that they remain uneducated. Though, even some new states 
have been created where there are in substantial number of Adivasis but it is stil! being ruled 
bv dominant society without sharing political power in a fairway. 

Second major point I would like to mention, is the displacement without adequate and proper 
compensation in the name of national development projects like Koel Karo water dam. 
Neterhat firing range. Number of mining projects for the extraction of iron ore, bauxite, coal 
and uranium etc. many industries are being established particularly cement, iron steel and 
others. Tea gardens are being closed down by some reasons and Adivasis working in tea 
gardens are in critical situation and without any proper alternative of survival. In reality-
dominant societies are taking away our habitat and very livelihood all over the region. 
Displacement is generating extreme poverty among Adivasis leading to conflict between 
Adivasis and the dominant society. 

The third point which 1 would like to mention without going in to details is that, our identity, 

historv. culture, religion, language and customs are being diluted and being destroyed. 

Without sincere participation of the Indigenous people in all development activities affecting 
them including education and administration, there can be no future for us. There can be no 
progress and hope without empowering us in all matters, concerning our future. 

Thank you Mr Chairman and members of working group for your kind listing and giving me time for 
making this statement. 


